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Automatic Level Controller for Speech Signals Using PID
Controllers
Fitzgerald J. Archibald .......................................................................................................................
An Automatic Level Controller (ALC) for speech signals embedded in additive noise requires Voice Activity
Detection (VAD) to avoid noise amplification. The VAD is generally computationally intensive. This paper
explores a less computational-intensive ALC, which uses a Proportional Integral (PI) controller for
detecting voice activity. The PI controller tracks the energy variation of the signal by means of detecting
rapid variations of the signal envelope. The segments that show a low variation of energy are detected as
noise. Further, this paper describes gain calculation for amplification of a speech segment using an
Integral controller. The speech signal energy is estimated by a second PI controller which follows signal
envelope and thus provides the amplitude error that needs to be corrected.
Index terms: AGC, ALC, automatic volume controller, digital gain controller, VAD.
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Introduction
In Digital Still Camera (DSC), sound is recorded along with captured video frames for the movie capture
application. The sound signal is converted to an electrical signal by a microphone and converted to a
digital signal by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). Often, the intent of movie capture is to capture the
speech associated with the video (either verbal comments of the camera operator or the speech of the
human subject under movie capture).
The sound level could vary over time of recording depending on human speaker articulation, multiple
speakers in the case of conversation, microphone directional properties, and analog gain levels on the
microphone input. This brings in the need for and automatic level controller (ALC) so as to maintain a
constant sound level over time to ensure the sound is intelligible, while not amplifying the noise only
segments.
Steber (1988) has studied digital signal processing for use in an analog gain controller. The focus is
mainly on peak detection for normalization of amplitude. The paper explores AGC for speech and audio
without utilizing the knowledge of audio speech signal characteristics. Kang and Lidd (1984) used energy
estimation of the voiced and unvoiced segments for voice activity detection. This method uses 0.5 msec
for AGC computation which is relatively high on an embedded system like DSC where video needs to be
supported along with audio.
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This paper describes an ALC using a low computation-intensive Voice Activity Detector (VAD) for
detecting speech embedded in stationary noise. Stationary noise is considered since most of the
non-stationary noise is stationary in a short time window. The VAD and amplitude error estimation is
carried out using the PI controller. The fundamental theory of PID controller design can be understood
from publications of Ang et al. and Astrom. In addition, a gain controller used for leveling amplitude error is
presented.
This paper is organized into three major sections: design, results and summary. The design is divided into
three major parts: amplitude error estimation, VAD and gain controller.
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In the case of stationary noise, the noise power would remain constant with respect to time. Thus, a
speech signal x[k] embedded in stationary additive noise n[k], xn[k] in (1), would have varying signal
power in the presence of speech, and constant noise power in the absence of speech.
xn [k]=x[k]+n[k]

(1)

Speech signals consist of voiced/unvoiced and silence segments. The silence segments may contain
noise. The speech segment may have additive noise. The noise can be stationary as well as
non-stationary.
The ALC algorithm should avoid sudden gain changes to prevent abrupt variation of noise floor, which can
cause an audible energy level change in additive stationary noise. At the same time, delay in gain
changes or slow gain reduction can cause signal saturation, resulting in audible artifacts. A large step size
in gain change will cause zipper noise, which is undesirable.
The ALC for a speech signal consists of an error detector, a noise floor estimator and a gain controller. An
amplitude error detector consists of a peak detector, and an error detector. A noise floor estimator
consists of a signal energy detector, and a noise/speech detector and a noise level estimator. A gain
controller consists of a gain estimator and an amplitude level controller (volume controller). Figure 1
illustrates the block diagram of ALC.
Figure 1. ALC Block Diagram
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In the case of a static noise floor, noise floor estimation can be bypassed with a user-defined noise floor.
A signal below the noise floor level is considered as noise in this case. This is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. ALC Flowchart
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The input for ALC is the input data stream, target level for output data stream, and optionally noise floor
level. The input data stream is divided into sub-frames and frames. Sub-frames consist of multiple speech
samples. Sub-frames should be preferably large enough to contain at least one phoneme. The frame
consists of multiple sub-frames. The frame should preferably be longer than a spoken word (on average).
The output from ALC is the output data stream (gain controlled stream to reach desired target level), and
peak signal in current sub-frame. The gain is controlled per sub-frame. The peak signal can be used for
monitoring and adjusting clipping resulting from analog Programmable Gain Array (PGA) or pre-amp gain.

2.1

Signal Level Detection
The peak signal level is required for determining the target gain required to level the signal. The peak level
is absolute of positive or negative peak in the input signal.
The input signal is divided into frames. Each frame is sub-divided into sub-frames. The peak signal level in
the current sub-frame is detected. The peak signal level of the current frame is detected using available
sub-frame peak samples in the current frame. The peak level for determining gain is taken as the largest
of the peak sample in the current frame and the previous frame.
Pseudo code of the peak signal level detection logic is given below:
Initialize xpk[k] to 0 as given by (2).
xpk[k] = 0

(2)

For each sample within the sub-frame:
If xpk _ sf [ k ] > x[ n ]
xpk _ sf [ k ] = xpk _ sf [ k ]
else if xpk _ sf [ k ] £ x[ n ]
xpk _ sf [ k ] = x[ n ]

(3)

End If
End For

In (3) k is the index of the sub-frame, range [0...K]; n is the index of PCM samples within sub-frame, range
[0...K]; and xpk_sf[k] is the peak PCM sample in the current frame.
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For each sub-frame within frame:
xpk _ f = MAX (xpk _ sf [k ])

(4)

End For

In (4) k = 0, 1, 2, …, K and xpk_f is the max amplitude PCM sample in current frame.
For successive frames:
xpk = MAX (xpk _ f , xpk _ f _ l )

(5)

End For

In (5) xpk_f_1 is the previous frame amplitude peak and xpk is the amplitude peak for the past two frames.
Update the previous frame peak with the current frame peak for the next iteration as given by (6).
xpk _ f _1 = xpk _ f

(6)

The peak signal xpk[k] is discontinuous. The error signal is computed by subtracting the peak signal from
the maximum allowed signal level. This error is passed through the integral controller to produce the
smoothed error signal err[k].

2.2

Noise Level Estimation
VAD consists of a signal envelope tracker followed by an envelope variation computation. It can be seen
that for a stationary noise signal, the envelope remains flat (due to constant signal energy). In the case of
a speech segment, the envelope will show a larger variation due to changes in signal energy. Thus, by
determining the envelope level variation within a short span in time, it is possible to identify speech and
noise segments accurately.

2.2.1

Envelope Detection
Envelope detection involves computing the mean level of the signal in the current sub-frame and using a
Proportional Integral (PI) controller to highlight the mean signal envelope changes.
Energy as given by (Equation 7) is proportional to the mean signal as given by (8). The amount of
variation in energy levels helps to identify speech and noise segments.
E = ò | x ( t ) |2 dt

(7)

Pseudo code for a mean signal computation is shown in (8) . For each sample within a sub-frame:
xmean [k ] =

1 n =N 2
x [n ]
å
N n =0

(8)

End For

In (8) xmean[k] is the mean amplitude in the current sub-frame, and the range of k is [0...K]
The mean signal, xmean[k], change between sub-frames is limited before passing through the PI
controller. Dither is added, when necessary, to prevent the PI controller from settling down to a steady
state. the PI controller is used to highlight the envelope for speech and noise segment detection, for
preventing unwanted signal transition between speech and noise.
//!< if noise floor to be raised
if( xmean[k] > estNoiseLt[k-1] )
{
//!< AmplifyFactor1dB = 1.0 / 0.8913
estNoiseLt[k] = estNoiseLt[k-1] * AmplifyFactor1dB;
//!< Saturate the estimated noise floor limit with mean signal level
if(estNoiseLt[k] > xmean[k]) {
estNoiseLt[k] = xmean[k];
//!< if estNoiseLt[k] is too small or zero and xmean[k] is non-zero
} else if( (estNoiseLt[k] == 0) && (xmean[k] != 0) ) {
//!< use optimal noise floor
(0.0008)
estNoiseLt[k] = optNoiseFloorConst;
}
// PI aided increase of noise floor (P=+0.1, I=+0.1)
env[k] = env[k-1]*I + estNoiseLt[k] * P;
4
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}
//!< if noise floor to be lowered
else if(xmean[k] < estNoiseLt[k-1])
{
// AttenuateFactor1dB = 0.8913
estNoiseLt[k] = estNoiseLt[k-1] * AttenuateFactor1dB;
//!< Don’t allow the noise floor limit to go below mean signal level
if(estNoiseLt[k] < xmean[k]) {
estNoiseLt[k] = xmean[k];
//!< if estNoiseLt[k] is too small or zero and xmean[k] is non-zero
} else if( (estNoiseLt[k] == 0) && (xmean[k] != 0) ) {
//!< use optimal noise floor (0.0008)
estNoiseLt[k] = optNoiseFloorConst;
}
// PI aided decrease of noise floor (P=-0.1, I=+0.2)
env[k] = env[k-1]*I + estNoiseLt[k]*P;
if( env[k] < 0) {
//!< prevent negative
env[k] = 0;
}
}
//!< if noise floor level to be maintained
else
{
estNoiseLt[k] = estNoiseLt[k-1];
}
//!< update state
env[k] = env[k-1];
//!< update state estNoiseLt[k-1]
if( estNoiseLt[k-1] != estNoiseLt[k] ) {
estNoiseLt[k-1]
= estNoiseLt[k];
} else {
//!< Try to bias towards lowering of noise floor by 1 dB
//!< Introduce error to keep the PI loop running
estNoiseLt[k-1]
= 1.121*estNoiseLt[k];
}

A proportional integrator is given by (9).
env [k ] = I ´ env [k - 1] + P * estNoiseLt [k ]

(9)

In (9) P and I are proportional and integral coefficients, env[k] is the pseudo-envelope of signal energy
(energy variations are amplified) computed for the present sub-frame k, and estNoiseLt [k] is the envelope
(filtered noise floor value) computed for the current sub-frame (k).
Two sets of P & I can be used for controlling the increasing and decreasing of the envelope, respectively.
2.2.2

Noise Detection
Signal env[k] variation is observed over multiple sub-frames for voice activity detection. If the signal
variation is within the limit (flat), the sub-frame is classified as stationary noise. Also, if the signal level is
below the threshold (noise floor setting), the signal is classified as noise. To classify a signal as noise, the
signal level variation is observed for more than one sub-frame. This is required to account for constant
signal energy within short segments of speech. Otherwise, noise segments may be spuriously detected
within a short speech segment.
If the signal variation is greater than limit (changing energy across sub-frames), the signal segment is
classified as speech. The first occurrence of a large variation of env[k] is used to detect speech in order to
start leveling the speech signal sooner.
If adaptive noise detection is disabled, then all sub-frames with a peak signal level below the specified
noise floor are detected as noise segments.
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Gain Control
If the sub-frame is classified as noise, amplification is reduced gradually to reach 0 dB (pass-through). If
continuous frames are observed to be noise, the signal is attenuated gradually to reach the desired level
of attenuation. On speech signal detection, any attenuation present is removed gradually to reach the
desired attenuation. In the case of a rapid change of signal energy in the speech segment of the signal,
the gain is reduced gradually to avoid signal clipping (saturation). The rate of change of gain can be
controlled to be faster or slower by means of gain scaling factors, depending on the cause and nature of
the gain change. If the rate of gain change is too fast, audible zipper noise and noise energy fluctuation
can result in deteriorated sound quality. If the gain change is too slow, noise amplification and clipping can
cause audible noise. Thus, the optimal rate of gain change should be selected based on the cause for
gain change.
For a speech signal, the goal of gain change is to make err[k] → 0. The difference between the maximum
signal level and err[k] would provide the peak signal level for gain computation. The automatic gain for
leveling the input signal, in simplest form, is given by (10).
G=

DesiredAmplitude
PeakAmplitude

(10)

The gain can be applied either on digital data or analog signal.
2.3.1

Analog PGA
Analog PGA on ADC can be used for gain control, provided headroom is available on the digital domain
for the converted digital PCM samples. Headroom is needed to detect clipping caused by analog gain and
the naturally peaking input signal. In the case of clipping caused by ALC, the gain needs to be lowered.
If analog gain were to be used, delay in cause and effect needs to be addressed. The computed gain
does not correspond to the sub-frame on which the gain is applied. The problem gets alleviated depending
on the amount of buffering between ADC and ALC.

Non-Linear Envelpoe

Figure 3. ALC Internal and External Signal Plot

PCM Sample (n)
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2.3.2

Results

Digital Gain
Gain can be applied on digitized PCM samples with low computational load by fixed point multiplication.
Digital gain eliminates the cause-effect delay, as the gain can be applied on the sub-frame for which the
gain is computed. However, digital gain does not increase resolution or precision when the gain is
increased.

3

Results
The CPU cycle-intensive parts of the ALC algorithm are peak detection and energy computation, since
computation is done using all the samples in the current sub-frame. the rest of the computation is based
on sub-frame and frame interval. The ALC on the ARM9EJ processor consumes less than 1 MHz.
Figure 3 shows internal waveforms of the ALC algorithm for a speech signal embedded in colored noise,
with varying SNR. The error signal along with the S-N signal when provided to the gain controller results in
the gain curve shown in the graphs. The non-linear envelope is used to estimate the S-N signal. The
speech segment starting at around 65,000 samples and ending at 80,000 samples illustrate the effect of
ALC very clearly. The gain curve shows the amplification that is applied for signal starting from 35K
samples and ending at 80K samples.
Band Pass Filter (BPF) is used to band-limit the input signal to the speech spectrum. The BPF filter takes
about 1 MHz on ARM9EJ. BPF is not required if the input signal is already band-limited.

4

Summary
By use of an integral controller for computing amplitude error and a gain controller with programmable
gain step size, the ALC achieved an enhanced listening experience by eliminating zipper noise and noise
amplification. The detection of energy level variations across sub-frames and energy level in current
sub-frame is effective in detecting speech and noise segments in a variety of noisy environments. The PI
controller used in VAD is effective in improving the voice activity detection accuracy. Due to the fast
tracking of signal and noise segments, amplification up to 18 dB is achieved on noisy speech signals with
20 dB SNR. The overall computational load of ALC including VAD is negligible in embedded systems
using a general purpose or a digital signal processor intended for handheld devices.
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